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Introduction
Welcome to the FAW COMET club Match Day Operations User Guide.
This guide will provide you with a detailed understanding on how to use the COMET
web version to:

- View your next and previous fixtures;
- Select and submit your team line-ups; and
- Add and edit match events
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My next matches

In the left hand menu, click on Clubs, then My Next Matches.
You will then be able to see a list of your club’s forthcoming matches.
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My previous matches

In this section you can also see all of your clubs previous matches as well.
On the left hand menu, click on Clubs, and then My previous matches.
You will then be able to see a list of your club’s previous matches.
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Selecting and submitting your
team line-up

You firstly need to select the match you want to select a team line up for.
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It then takes you to the relevant match.
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Then click on your club’s name tab.
You are now ready to select your coaches and players for this match.
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Selecting your coaches and
technical staff
Selecting your coaches and technical staff

Please note, you must add at least one registered coach to your team line-up.

Please therefore ensure that all of your coaches are registered on COMET
prior to the start of the 2019/20 Season.
Too add a registered coach to the team line-up click Edit.
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You can then select the coach/coaches to include on the team sheet from the drop
down menu.
Once you have selected the correct coach, then click Save to add to the team sheet.
To add another coach to your team sheet, you repeat the above process.
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Selecting you players

Further down the same page, you will be able to see a full list of players eligible for this match. Please
note the following:
- Only registered players, i.e. those whose registration is at CONFIRMED status, will appear for
selection;
- Only players within the defined age parameters for that competition will appear, for example, only
players aged 16+ will appear for an adult competition (see Age column on screen shot above);
- Players that are suspended will show in red and are not available for selection (in the screen shot
above, this would be player name: Example Player 6).
To select players for the team line-up, please tick the relevant boxes next to their name.
L= line-up (substitute players who will be on the bench)
SL = Starting line-up (they will start the match)
GK = Goalkeeper
CP = Captain
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Please also note the following:

- You must select one Goalkeeper and a Captain in each team;
- You must add a shirt number in the left hand column next to each player’s
name. The system will remember these shirt numbers when it comes to

picking the team line-ups for subsequent matches, but you also have the
option to edit these if necessary; and

- You must select the minimum number of players as specified by the Competition
rules.
Once you have selected the correct number of players, entered the shirt numbers,
selected a captain and a goalkeeper, you then need to click on the arrow to move the
players across to your line-up.
The system will prompt you if you have forgotten to add a shirt number, captain or
goalkeeper or if you have entered the same shirt number twice.
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Once you have completed all of the required steps, the above screen will appear:
At this stage, you can still edit the team and remove players by clicking the trash
can icon next to their name and then replace them by choosing one of the
unselected players.
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When you are satisfied that your team is ready to be submitted, click Edit at the top
of the page and then CONFIRM.
Then click Save.
After you have confirmed your team, you are no longer able to make any changes.
Only the referee can amend a team line-up after this point e.g. if a player needs to
be replaced after getting injured during the warm-up.
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Once you have confirmed your team, the screen shot above appears and it shows the
time, date and the person that confirmed your team line up.
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Once both teams have confirmed their respective line-ups, they are each able to
see each other’s teams by clicking on the other team’s name.
Those with the user role, TEAM LINE-UP MANAGER will also receive an email
containing a PDF of the starting line-ups of the two teams.
You can then share this on your website, social media or print it.
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Example team line-ups

The screen shot above is an example of the submitted team line-ups in PDF format.
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Copying saved information to
future matches
Once you have entered your coaches and starting line-up on COMET, this information
is automatically saved on the system and is available to re-use for the next match.
It means that when your team plays its next match, you have the option to:
- Automatically add the same coaches as per the last match; and/or
- Re-use the starting line-up and shirt numbers from the previous match.

You can then quickly edit any changes you might need to make (e.g. change the
shirt numbers and/or players in the starting line-up) instead of having to enter all of
the information again.
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Coaches

To use the same coaches as per last match, you just need to click on Copy from
previous round.
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Players

To copy thesame starting line-up from the last match, you just need to click on the
rotating symbol highlighted above.
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This then brings up the starting line up from the previous match.
You can then edit any changes you want to make before pressing the arrow button
to select your line up.
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The team line up is then copied over to the right hand side of the screen.
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Once you are happy with the team line-up for this match, click Edit and then CONFIRM.
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Recording match events
The home team will be required to record the following match events during the game
(after consulting with the away team):

- The goal scorers and time of each goal; and
- The substitutions and time of each substitution.
This will ensure that we maintain an accurate playing history for all players and
coaches.
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Recording a goal scorer

To record the goal scorer and time of goal:

- Click on the relevant team tab; and
- Click on the name of the goal scorer in the team line-up list on the right side of the
page (in this case Example Player 3).
A box will open containing the player's name and photo, allowing you to add the
relevant match event.
Then enter the minute of the goal, and select Goal as the match event, then click

Save. A ball symbol will then appear next the goal scorer’s name.
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Recording a Penalty goal scorer

If a player scores a penalty, then you:

- Click on the player’s name;
- Enter the time of the match event (Minute);
- Choose the match event e.g. Penalty; and
- Then click Save
The penalty then appears next to the player’s name.
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Amending a match event entry

To amend (and not delete) a match entry added for a player, you firstly click on the
player's name.
If you then click on the pencil icon you can then edit the details of a match event recorded
for this player e.g. change the time of the goal from 21 minutes to 19 minutes and also
record it was scored via penalty.
You then press Save and the amended entry is then recorded.
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Deleting an incorrect match entry

If an entry has been incorrectly made for a player, then you need to delete the entry
and then enter a new one for the correct player.
To delete a match entry, you click on the player and then on the match event you want
to delete.
Then click on the trash can icon.
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It then removes the entry and you just click on Save.
The entry is then removed from the match – you should then enter the correct
match event for the correct player following the process detailed earlier in this user
guide.
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Recording a substitution

The process for recording a substitution is similar:

- Click on the name of the player who will be coming onto the pitch;
- When the box containing their name and photo opens, type in the Minute in the
match they entered the field and click on Substitution .
- You will then need to select the player they are replacing from the drop down menu;
and
- When you have done so, finally click Save.
The substitution is then recorded on the system.
You can also edit or delete the entry for the substitution by
- Clicking on the player’s name; and
- Using the pencil icon to edit the details or the trash can to remove the entry.
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Once you have entered all of the match events (goal scorers and substitutions), you
have then prepared the match details ready for the referee to review.
The referee will also add the yellow/red cards.
The referee will then see the above screen shot which shows the provisional result of
the game.
He/she will then add any missing match events before changing the status of the game
from SCHEDULED to PLAYED.

Please note:
- Clubs must not record the details of yellow or red cards, as this will be done by the
Referee; and
- The Referee will also change the match status from SCHEDULED to PLAYED at the
end of the match to confirm the result.
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Guide Summary
You have now come to the end of this Matchday
activities user guide for the COMET website
We have now covered every matchday action you may need to carry out as a club using
the website version of COMET.

- Viewing your next and previous fixtures;
- Selecting and submitting your team line-ups; and
- Adding and editing match events.
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Thank you for reading this guide, you are now ready
to manage matchday events on COMET

Should you have any further queries regarding the COMET system, please contact
the FAW via comet@faw.co.uk for further system support.
Should you have a query related to your Competition, you will need to contact your
relevant league or the FAW Competitions department at competitions@faw.co.uk
Best Wishes,
The FAW COMET Team
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